Marketing: Does your practice have what who it takes?

By Sally McKenzie, CEO

The topic of marketing raises numerous questions. How many ads should I buy? How many brochures will I need? Should I give away refrigerator magnets, what about stress balls, or key chains? How much do I have to spend on advertising? Do I need those fancy, full-color brochures? Is a website necessary? Exactly how many new patients will I get if I place an ad in the newspaper? Will people respond if I offer a discount? How big should the discount be? And, in the minds of many dentists, most of those questions have only one answer: money and lots of it.

While dollars can quickly become an issue, some dentists will spare no expense. They are convinced that if they just get the right jingle on the radio, the perfect prose in their ads, or the most vibrant colors on their brochures they will unleash a flood of new patients, better patients, more patients that will happily line up for the doctor’s dental services. They eagerly pour thousands into big-bucks marketing campaigns convinced that they can buy all the patients they want with clever ads, gorgeous brochures, or witty radio jingles.

Short-term gain/Long-term loss

Oftentimes these practices will see terrific initial success. Patients are flowing in. The schedule is full. The doctor is happy and convinced that the marketing campaign was just what the practice needed. Then the cancellations begin. The patients don’t schedule the recommended treatment. They took advantage of the whitening offer, but never returned. A few months down the road little has come of the grand marketing investment as the “new” and the “better” patients have moved on to the next bigger and better offer. Leaving the doctor totally baffled as to why this brilliant campaign produced utterly dreary results.

What went wrong? Too often practices consider marketing as a purely external activity. Dental teams overlook the very foundation of practice promotion. The best advertising for your practice can’t be found in the newspaper, won’t be heard on the radio, and can’t be Googled on the Internet. It has little to do with the catchy jingle, the full-color printed pieces or – you’ll be glad to know – a monster cash outlay.

Rather, your most effective promotion begins at the front desk; ventures into the reception area, winds its way into the treatment rooms, and travels the halls daily. The success or failure of your practice marketing plan rests not on the “what” but on the “who.”

Before you pour more money into external advertising and promotion, shore up your internal marketing and you’ll significantly increase the chances of that short-term campaign yielding long-term results. Make the most of your practice’s “marketing representatives” – the staff. Start by preparing the team to successfully promote the doctor, each other, the services, and the office as a whole.

Organize your marketing team

Begin with a clear goal and a specific vision from the doctor. This doesn’t need to be an elaborate or time consuming exercise. It’s simply a matter of answering a few key questions. First, what kind of dentistry do you want to be doing – more restorative, cosmetic, implants? Do you want the hygiene department to grow, be reduced, or stay the same? Then share the vision and goals with the team. Seek their input in how to achieve the objectives. When employees see themselves as instrumental in helping the practice to achieve defined results they have a much greater interest in working toward those outcomes.

Provide necessary education for the team, so that they fully understand the benefits of the dentistry you want to provide, and don’t over-look the frontline. One of the best resources a practice has to promote services is the front desk, but these employees are seldom offered training and typically they have very little understanding of the level of dentistry provided. Few things can kill a patient’s confidence quicker than a poorly informed employee.

Use your monthly staff meetings for the doctor and team members to educate each other on specific procedures as well as new and existing practice services. The better the education and training provided, the better the staff are prepared to inform...